ABSTRACT.
We introduce a new tool, the factorial polynomials, to study rook equivalence of Ferrers boards.
We provide a set of invariants for rook equivalence as well as a very simple algorithm for deciding rook equivalence of Ferrers boards.
We then count the number of Ferrers boards rook equivalent to a given Ferrers board.
Introduction. Let N denote the set of positive integers.
A board is a finite subset of N x N. Intuitively, a board is an array of squares or cells arranged in rows and columns, i.e., a board is a subset of the set of squares of an n x n chessboard. We shall frequently utilize this intuitive terminology. We consider two boards to be the same board if one is a translate of In some special cases they described the specific increasing board. 
The following proposition is immediate. We can also count the number of rook placings on B by placing them in one column at a time from left to right. A rook can be placed in the first column in x + h^ = x + sy" ways. This rales out one row and a rook can be placed in the second column in x + h2n' -1 = x + s2n) ways. Continuing in this manner we see that n nontaking rooks can be placed on B in n?=1U + sjn)) ways. = im, 2m, 3m, . . . ). This can be proved combinatorially using our interpretation of x^n'm\ We also mention that x(n'm> can be proved to be of binomial type using a combinatorial argument in the spirit of reluctant functions [7] .
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